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The project under which the transnational mobility was
carried out (a foreign trip) is financed by the European
Social Fund under the Operational Program Knowledge
Education Development, the project "Transnational
mobility of pupils".
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Project objectives - strengthening the key competences
of participants, digital, linguistic, personal and social
competences in the field of awareness of cultural
expression.

Location: Platamonas, Greece - Olympic Melathron Hotel

Partner school: Platon School, Katerini



About the participants ...

Participants, taking part in the project, are students of the
Zespół Szkół Rolnicze Centrum Kształcenia Ustawicznego im.
Bohaterów Walk nad Bzurą 1939r. in Sochaczew, from the
Secondary School, profile: Biology, Chemistry and English.
Students developed key competences, learned about the
traditions of the host country, broadened their knowledge and
experience, and improved their language skills.



About sending school...
ZESPÓŁ SZKÓŁ ROLNICZE CENTRUM
KSZTAŁCENIA USTAWICZNEGO 
IM. BOHATERÓW WALK NAD BZURĄ 1939R. 
IN SOCHACZEW 

Our school has a long tradition. It is known in the environment of
Sochaczew and its surroundings. It has an excellent didactic base
and experienced professional staff, guaranteeing a high level of
teaching. The main goal of the implemented curriculum is the
intellectual, emotional and ethical development of a young
person as well as success in the matriculation and vocational
exams.



About the host school ...
PLATON SCHOOL
KATERINI, GREECE

The main goal of the school is a holistic approach to the
issues of education, which is why this school trains its
students to see life as complete personalities. The Platon
School combines tradition with innovation and through
dynamic, pioneering European programs, it strives to
shape citizens with a national conscience and civic culture
at the same time, so that they can meet the requirements
of the present.

"Education is a power that heals the soul"
Plato, the Greek philosopher (427-347 BC)



Mobility ...

Our trip started on October 9, 2022,
and ended on October 22, 2022.
The program was intense and very interesting,
both substantively and culturally.
Classes were held at the Platon school in Katerini
and in the field in the form of workshops, during
which we gathered information to develop and
analyze in class.



Mobility - continued

Our pilot and guide has a lot of knowledge and she
passed it on to us in an interesting way. From this
educational trip we gain a lot of new experiences,
information about local traditions, digital and language
skills.



The theme 
of mobility...

The main goal of this trip was to increase the key competences of 20
Polish and 10 Greek students. The mobility program was
interdisciplinary. As part of the classes, we implemented a program of
activities in IT studios, production plants, olive orchards and
restaurants. During the mobility in a personal way, thanks to the
implementation of visits, meetings, visiting public places, institutions,
we acquired the knowledge necessary to prepare content for the blog,
giving this message a more practical and credible message. Interacting
with as many people as possible, communicating in English
strengthened our linguistic, personal and social competences. Classes
in computer labs strengthened digital skills.



During these classes, we learned about
many negotiation techniques that we
ourselves use more or less consciously.

We learned how to use a graphic program
that allows us to create our own projects.

Canva classes

During these classes, we learned how to run
a blog using Wordpress, which users will
read with interest.

Substantive classes during mobility

Negotiation classes Wordpress lessons

Thanks to the classes in English, we were
able to improve our digital and language
skills and get to know Greek mythology and
the alphabet better.

Classes at Platon School



Czy zajęcia terenowe
to ciekawa forma
realizacji zada�?
Outdoor activities are an interesting form of task
implementation.
They are a good opportunity to test your knowledge of the
English language and test yourself in stressful situations in
an unfamiliar place. During such classes you can meet
many interesting people and create memories that will stay
with us for the rest of our lives.



Visited places

Cultural activities

Thessaloniki
Old Panteleimon
monasteries in Meteora
Icon making workshop
Skiathos Island



Mobility results

We learned the forms of negotiation
We got to know the use of the graphics
program
Our digital skills have grown
We gained knowledge about creating blogs in
Worldpress
Our level of language competence has
increased
We got to know the education program in
Greece



Mobility
effects

A chance to learn completely new things that we have never dealt with
before, not as we see at first glance.

Establishing cooperation with people we have
known so far.

An opportunity to test yourself and use our own knowledge of
foreign languages, including English.

The honor of being hosted by one of the private Greek schools
to study and get to know their education better.

Getting to know "on your own skin" how unique is Greek
culture, which still draws on its many years of history.

Creation of a culinary blog - increase in
competence and digital skills.



Because it's an amazing adventure!
Building unity, despite diversity and exchange of
experiences.
It is an opportunity for professional development for the
teaching staff and key competences for students.
International projects are a gateway to new opportunities,
improving competences, meeting new people and
cultures. It also gives the opportunity for a wider range of
school activities.

Why is it worth taking part in mobilities?


